Words of Wisdom From A Winner
Howard F. Harvey, Jr., outlines five key management musts for the small businessman. He elaborates on each of the five which he received from a veteran small businessman in tree care business.

Direct Plantings — For Highway Rights-of-Way
H. W. Everett of ARS reports on direct plantings of woody vegetation in Maryland, a cooperative Federal-State research venture.

Pesticide Legislation — Just Where Are We Headed
Hard news on pesticide legislation at the Federal level is now in a lull period. Public hearings are completed on H.R. 4152, and congressional debate has yet to begin.

"Why I Believe In Flail Mowers"
Elmer Mott, one of a half-dozen or so manufacturers of the efficient flail for the commercial turf industry, gives his views on the flail and its place in the industry.

Crown Gall of Woody Plants
Dr. W. C. Hock, USDA plant pathologist, reviews this major woody plant disease for the industry.

Consulting Arborists Meet

The Cover
Flail mower on the cover this month demonstrates versatility of this type unit for the industrial market. Flail blades are lightweight, free swinging, self cleaning, and cut with an edgewise slicing action — as a good knife should. They are safe and efficient and most, such as this Mott unit, have a variety of flail blades available. Mott, for example, in addition to the general purpose blade offers a scalping, thatch thinning, and a special blade for mowing in areas littered with rocks and trash. Flail mowers also come in many sizes, both self-propelled and tractor pulled. More on flail mowers can be found beginning on page 18.